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Nonplanar lifting surfaces can lower the induced drag relative to planar surfaces by redistributing vorticity.Other

sources of drag, such as viscous drag, as well as nonaerodynamic considerations, such as structural weight, also play

an important role in assessing the overall efficiency of such lifting surfaces. In this paperwe solve a series of problems

tofindoptimal nonplanar lifting surfaces and to explain the various factors and tradeoffs at play.Apanelmethod and

an equivalent beam finite-elementmodel are used to explore nonplanar lifting surfaces, while taking into account the

coupling and design tradeoffs between aerodynamics and structures. Both single-discipline aerodynamic

optimization andmultidisciplinary aerostructural optimization problems are investigated. The design variables are

chosen to give the lifting-surface arrangement as much freedom as possible. This is accomplished by allowing a

number of wing segments to vary their area, taper, twist, sweep, span, and dihedral, with the constraint that they

must not intersect each other. Because of the complexity of the resulting design space and the presence of multiple

local minima, an augmented Lagrangian particle swarm optimizer is used to solve the optimization problems.When

only aerodynamics are considered, closed lifting-surface configurations, such as the box wing and joined wing,

are found to be optimal. When aerostructural optimization is performed, a winglet configuration is found to be

optimal when the overall span is constrained, and a wing with a raked wingtip is optimal when there is no such

constraint.

Nomenclature

b = projected wing semispan, ft
bi = span of lifting-surface segment i, ft
CD = drag coefficient
CL = lift coefficient
CLcruise = cruise lift coefficient
CLmvr

= maneuver lift coefficient
CLstall = reference stall lift coefficient
c = thrust specific fuel consumption, lb=�lbf-h�
cd = airfoil viscous drag coefficient
cl = airfoil lift coefficient
cr = root chord, ft
D = total drag, lbf
d = diameter of circular cross section of spar, in.
h = projected wing height, ft
i = ith lifting-surface segment
j = jth vortex panel or beam element
L = total lift, lbf
nsegs = number of lifting-surface segments
Re = local Reynolds number
t = spar wall thickness, in
V = cruise speed, kts
Wfuel = fuel weight burned during cruise, lb
Winitial = initial cruise weight, lb

� = angle of attack, deg
� = dihedral angle, deg
� = tip twist angle, deg
� = leading-edge sweep, deg
� = taper
� = von Mises stress, ksi
�yield = material yield stress, ksi

I. Introduction

N ONPLANAR lifting surfaces can offer significant gains in
aerodynamic efficiency relative to conventional planar lifting

surfaces for the same span and lift by lowering the total induced drag
[1]. Numerous nonplanar wing concepts have been proposed. These
concepts differ in the general arrangement of the lifting-surface
geometries and the resulting aerodynamic characteristics.

Lift-induced drag is an important factor in the design of aircraft.
For conventional airliners at the cruise condition, induced drag
accounts for about 40% of the total drag. One way to reduce induced
drag is to increase the wingspan of the aircraft. However, wing
structural weight increases with the span, negating the reduced
induced drag beyond a certain span. There can also be practical
constraints on span imposed by the existing airport infrastructure.

One of the first nonplanar wingtip modifications was the addition
of an end plate [2,3]. Whitcomb [4] called these end plates winglets
and showed that they improve the lift-to-drag ratiowhen compared to
wingtip extensions. The wing root bending moment of the two cases
was matched in this study, but the wing was not redesigned.

Flechner and Jones [5] conducted studies on several transport
aircraft configurations using the root bending moment to estimate
structural weight. Their conclusion was that “the ratios of the relative
aerodynamic gain over the relative structural weight penalty for
winglets are 1.5 to 2.5 times those for wingtip extensions.” On the
other hand, based on a similar investigation, Jones and Lasinski [6]
concluded that the addition of a winglet does not provide a decisive
advantage over a tapered wing extension. This was also the conclu-
sion of Asai [7], who included viscous drag in his computational
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study, stating that tip extensions can provide a slight improvement
over winglets. The reduction of induced drag by winglets is offset by
the addition of wetted area (and hence parasitic drag) that does not
contribute to lift.

Another type of nonplanar lifting-surface configuration is a
multiplane arrangement. This includes vertically staggered wings
(such as biplanes) and horizontally staggered wings (such as tandem
wings). These configurations can exhibit lower induced drag, more
laminar flow, and higher drag divergence Mach numbers [8].
However, considerations such as internal fuel volume, structural
weight, and low Reynolds number effects have constrained their use
in practice.

Closed configurations such as ring wings [9], box wings [10], and
joined wings [11,12] are other examples of nonplanar lifting-surface
configurations. Closed lifting-surface arrangements aim to reduce
the influence of the wingtip vortices. Among all nonplanar config-
urations, the box wing has been shown to achieve the minimum
induced drag for a given lift, span, and vertical extent [1,13].
C-wings, which can be seen as a compromise between a box-wing
and a winglet configuration, provide a reduction in induced drag that
approaches that of the closed configurations, without the viscous
drag penalty incurred by a large wetted area [14].

Previous efforts in the analysis and optimization of nonplanar
lifting surfaces have mostly focused on the aerodynamic aspects of
these configurations. A systematic optimization of nonplanar lifting
surfaces with the objective of minimizing induced drag was
performed by Gage [15], which led to the discovery of the C-wing
configuration.

Two more recent efforts focused on the tradeoff between tip
extensions and winglets. The numerical study performed by
Verstraeten and Slingerland [16] included viscous drag and root
bending moment for structural considerations. They concluded that
winglets only provide a benefit for wings with a span constraint and
they did not find C-wings to be advantageous.

Ning and Kroo [17] added area dependency to the weight
calculation and highlighted the fact that the wing loading at the
maneuver condition can be significantly different from the cruise
condition wing loading, affecting the tradeoff between the
aerodynamics and the structures. They also investigated the effect
of viscous drag and stall constraints. They found that when wings
were required to sustain higher maneuver loads, winglets performed
slightly better than tip extensions. This study also addressed C-wings
and concluded that they may have slightly lower drag compared to
winglets, especially for designs with span constraints.

In spite of all these investigations,morework is needed in this area,
since there is still no definite consensus on which wing config-
urations are truly optimal. The present work differs from previous
efforts in three main aspects.

The first aspect is that this investigation gives as much freedom to
the optimizer as possible. This is accomplished by representing the
wing by a number of segments whose area, taper, twist, sweep, span,
and dihedral can vary arbitrarily, subject only to a self-intersection
constraint. The optimization with respect to such a wide range of
design variables is made possible by the use of a gradient-free
optimizer.

The second aspect is that aerostructural deflections are taken into
account: Rather than optimizing the flying shape, we optimize the jig
shape and compute the aerodynamic performance of the flying shape
at cruise. The structure is sized based on amaneuver condition,which
exhibits yet another wing shape.

Finally, the effect of structural sizing on the design optimization of
the wing configurations is explored. Structural sizing affects the
stiffness of the wing, and thus its flying shape, and its weight as well.
This provides the optimizer with the means to exploit aerostructural
tradeoffs by varying structural and aerodynamic design variables
simultaneously.

The aerostructural model used in this work is described in the
following section. Twomain sets of results are then presented: a set of
aerodynamic optimizations and a set of aerostructural optimizations.
Within each of these sets, the problems differ in the set of design
variables used, the components of drag considered, andwhether span

is constrained. The results of these investigations are summarized in
the last section.

II. Model Description

While high-fidelity methods can provide accurate aerostructural
analysis [18], limitations in the computational fluid dynamics
volume grid generation prevent the optimization of general
nonplanar shapes [19]. On the other hand, lower-fidelity models,
such as aerodynamic panel methods, can quickly analyze arbitrary
nonplanar configurations. Because of the wide range of allowable
designs in the present work, the problem exhibits multiple local
optima and thus a gradient-free optimization method is used.

A. Aerodynamics

The aerodynamic forces and moments are computed by a panel
method that is based on potential flow theory and governed by
Laplace’s equation [20]. The lifting surfaces and the wake are
discretized in the spanwise direction by vortex rings. The wake
vortex rings close at the Trefftz plane. The panel method by itself can
only compute the induced drag.

Viscous drag is a significant fraction of total drag, especially
during the cruise segment. The main effect of considering viscous
drag is that it adds a penalty to wetted area increases, particularly for
surfaces that do not contribute to lift, such as winglets. Thus,
considering viscous drag is particularly important for an
optimization that allows the wing planform area to vary.

Several approaches can be used to extend the linear aerodynamic
model to include viscous drag. One such approach consists in
coupling the potential flow solver with a boundary-layer solver [20].
Amuch less computationally costly approach uses the drag polars for
the airfoil and relates its section lift coefficients to the section drag
coefficients [21]. It is assumed that the viscous drag coefficient of the
airfoil varies quadratically with the section lift coefficient [16,17],
i.e.,

cd � cd0�Re� � cd1�Re�cl � cd2�Re�c2l (1)

where the three coefficients in this equation depend on the airfoil
characteristics and the local Reynolds number at the midspan of each
aerodynamic panel. The coefficients are determined by interpolating
the results for the airfoil at different Reynolds numbers and lift
coefficients.

This approach is validated againstwind tunnel tests for awingwith
a NACA 65-210 airfoil. The wing geometry and test conditions are
the same used by Sivellis [22]. The experimental and calculated drag
polars are shown in Fig. 1. The agreement between the experimental
and calculated results is sufficient for our purposes: The root-mean-

Fig. 1 Experimental and calculated drag polar.
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square error between the experimental data and our estimate is 1.2%.
At low lift coefficients, the approximation overpredicts the overall
drag by up to 14.8%. For such low lift coefficients, viscous drag is the
dominant part of the total drag and the simple quadratic approxi-
mation cannot provide the required accuracy. Discrepancies also
exist for the high lift-coefficient ranges, since flow separation is not
predicted by the panel method.

B. Structures

The wing structure is modeled using an equivalent beam finite
element approach. For lifting surfaces, equivalent beam represent-
ations have shown to adequately approximate stiffness and deflection
behavior of the real wing [23,24]. As with the aerodynamic model,
the computational cost of this structural model is modest, which is a
requirement in the present work. The model uses space beam
elements based on Euler–Bernoulli beam theory [25]. Each element
has two nodes, each of which has 6 degrees of freedom: three
displacements and three rotations. The spanwise discretization is
based on the same intervals as those of the panel method
discretization and thus the total number of vortex panels and beam
elements (nelems) is the same. The centroidal axis of the structure can
be specified to be at any chordwise location at a given segment
connection. Figure 2 shows the geometry of the beam and the
aerodynamic panels for a simple wing. The beammodel represents a
thin-walled circular section sparwith diameterd andwall thickness t.

C. Aerostructural Analysis

To obtain the aerostructural solutions, the aerodynamic analysis
passes the external forces to the structural analysis, and the structures
in turn passes the displaced shape of the wing back to the
aerodynamic analysis. These force and displacement transfers are
performed using a consistent and conservative scheme [26]. The
system is converged using a fixed point iteration. Once the
aerostructural analysis has converged, the wing drag and aircraft
weight are passed to a module that computes the range. The stresses
are computed with another aerostructural analysis at a maneuver
condition. The range and element stresses are returned to the
optimizer to determine the next design step.

D. Optimizer

The design space for nonplanar lifting surfaces is very complex
andmay includemultiple local minima [1,15]. Therefore, a gradient-
free optimizer that increases the probability of finding the global
optimum is used. The optimizer is a parallel augmented Lagrange
multiplier particle swarm optimizer (ALPSO), which enforces the
constraints directly [27]. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is
inspired by the social behavior of insects in swarms, who adjust their
flight paths to avoid predators, and to seek the best food sources
[28,29]. The PSO algorithm is robust and well suited to handle
nonlinear, nonconvex design spaces with discontinuities. Compared
to other global design optimization methods, PSO has been shown to
require fewer function evaluations and to yield results that are better
or at least as good as the other methods [30–32]. Furthermore, for
multimodal design spaces, the PSO algorithm is able to simulta-
neously find multiple local minima. The results for this paper are
obtained by using the ALPSO algorithm run on an SGI Altix parallel
computer equipped with Intel Itanium processors. To ensure that the

solutions are local minima and to further refine the results, every
problem is also solved using the gradient-based optimizer SNOPT
[33] with the ALPSO result as the starting point.

E. Test Case

We chose to optimize the main lifting surface of a typical
commercial aircraft at the cruise condition, with an added maneuver
condition at which structural constraints are enforced. The
specifications for this particular configuration are listed in Table 1
and are based on the Boeing 737-900 aircraft. A NACA 64A212
airfoil was used for all problems. Note that the geometry constraints
are only enforced in certain optimization problems. Thevariouswing
design optimization problems and corresponding results are
presented in the following sections.

III. Aerodynamic Optimization

The purpose of solving the aerodynamic optimization problems
that follow is to compare the results to what has been previously
published, in order to validate our approach. In addition, these
aerodynamic optimization results complement the aerostructural
results presented in a later section by providing a motivation and by
helping explain the final results.

A. Design Variables

The wing is represented by up to four segments. The geometry of
each segment is defined by six design variables: span, area, taper,
twist, sweep and dihedral. The segments must form a continuously
connected wing, where the tip chord of each segment is the same as
the root chord of the next segment. The discretization of the whole
surface is performed automatically, for both the aerodynamic panel
and beam models. Four possible geometries are shown in Fig. 3 to
demonstrate the design freedom allowed in these optimization
problems.

The leading edge of the first segment root is fixed at the global
coordinate system’s origin. The addition of new segments is not
allowed during the optimization, since this would change the number
of overall designvariables during the optimization process andmight
result in a prohibitively large number of possible configurations.

Using a set of four segments can produce a wide variety of
planform configurations, while keeping the number of design
variables at a manageable level for a gradient-free method. The
number of aerodynamic panels in each segment (which coincides
with the number of structural finite elements) depends on the
segment’s contribution to the overall continuous span. This ensures
that all aerodynamic panels and structural finite elements have a
similar width, which is desired for these models.

B. Geometric Constraints

Somewing segment arrangements are problematic to solve using a
panelmethod. If two panels intersect or a vortex line lies too close to a
control point, the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix becomes
ill-conditioned. In addition, when two panels lie on top of each other
(i.e., the relative dihedral between two consecutive panels is
180 deg), the linear system of equations no longer has a unique
solution.

These limitations require the introduction of additional constraints
on the planform geometry. Before performing the aerodynamic
analysis for a given design point, the planform geometry is checked
to ensure that wing segments do not intersect or lie on top of each
other and that vortex lines are not too close to a control point.

Designs that fail any of these checks cannot be analyzed using the
panel code and are thus considered infeasible. Such designs are
rejected by the ALPSO algorithm. However, the optimizer continues
updating the swarm information toward feasible designs.

Without geometric or structural constraints, the span tends to
increase indefinitely. If the span is constrained, nothing prevents the
height from increasing indefinitely as well. To ensure that the
aerodynamic optimization problems are well posed, the projected
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Fig. 2 Aerostructural wing model.
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span and height are constrained to lie within a bounding box by
specifying a maximum span and a maximum height.

C. Induced Drag

The first optimization problem is the aerodynamic optimization of
rectangular lifting-surface segments for which only lift-induced drag
is considered. The optimization problem is formulated as follows:

min
�;bi;�i ;�i

Dinduced

subject to

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

L� Ltarget

b � 60

h � 12

�15 � � � 15

0 � �i � 190

�15 � �i � 15

(2)

where i� 1; . . . ; nsegs. The twist distribution varies linearly from the
root to the tip for each lifting-surface segment. The lift constraint
ensures that the wing matches the required total lift. The projected
span and height constraints ensure that the configuration stays within
a bounding box.

Figure 4 shows the optimal configuration for rectangular lifting
surfaces obtained by solving this problem. The optimal configuration
is a closed boxwingwithmaximum span and height. This is the same
result as that predicted by lifting-line theory. The span reduces the
induced drag, and so does the height, by reducing the downwash
induced by the two planar wing segments on each other. The lift
distribution for the obtained wing is shown in Fig. 5a. Both planar
wing segments carry approximately the same lift, and the vertical
segment connecting the two planar segments does not contribute to
lift. The elliptical lift distribution for the same total lift is also shown.
The induced drag of this configuration is 24% lower than an optimal
planar reference wing. This reference wing was obtained by solving
the optimization problem (2) with the segment dihedrals fixed to

zero. The twist distribution for the lifting-surface segments is shown
in Fig. 5b.

D. Compressibility Drag

The optimization problem described above uses only rectangular
lifting surfaces and allows the optimizer to change only the span and
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dihedral of each lifting-surface segment, but not the overall planform
geometry. To obtain more practical planform geometries for the
lifting surfaces that can be used for typical jet airliners, drag due to
compressibility effects is added to the drag computation.

The sweep and taper of each segment are now included as design
variables. Sweep plays a major role in reducing the wave drag.
Including taper as a design variable can lead to very small tip chords.
These small tip chords can result in high local lift coefficients that
exceed the maximum section lift coefficients. Thus, a lift-coefficient
constraint is added to prevent stall. The new optimization problem is
as follows:

min
�;bi;�i;�i;�i;�i;

Dinduced �Dcompressibility

subject to

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

L� Ltarget

cljCLstall � clmax

b � 60

h � 12

�15 � � � 15

0 � �i � 190

�15 � �i � 15

�60 � �i � 60

0:05 � �i � 5

(3)

To impose section lift-coefficient constraints, the cl is evaluated
for each panel at the condition corresponding to a reference stall lift
coefficient CLstall and constrained to be lower than or equal to a
maximum lift coefficient of the airfoil, clmax

. If these constraints are
not active, then the wing can produce more lift without stalling.

The root chord of the wing is fixed throughout the optimization.
Large chords reduce the section lift coefficient and the local drag
coefficient. If the optimizer were allowed to vary the root chord of the
first lifting-surface segment, then this would result in unreasonably
large chords, since there is no penalty for wetted area or structural
weight in this problem. Both sweep and taper are bounded, to keep
them within reasonable ranges. Note that taper is allowed to be
greater than one.

As shown in Fig. 6, the solution of the optimization problem (3) is
a closed joined wing. By sweeping the top and bottom wings in
opposite directions, both compressibility drag and interference
effects between the lifting surfaces are reduced. The vertical segment
is again at themaximum height enforced by the geometric constraint.
The segments have a taper ratio of one. Since no structural analysis is
included in this analysis, there is no benefit in reducing the tip load.
The drag of this configuration is 26% lower than the planar reference
wing,which is obtained by solving the optimization problem (3)with
the segment dihedrals fixed to zero.

Figure 7a shows the spanwise lift distribution for the optimal
configuration at the cruise lift coefficient and the reference stall lift
coefficient. The lower surface carries the most of the lift, while the
upper surface carries a smaller fraction. The cl distribution is flat for
both segments and is below the maximum section lift coefficient

γ

a) Lift distribution b) Twist distribution

Fig. 5 Spanwise distributions for minimum induced drag.
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constraint. The twist distribution for the lifting-surface segments is
shown in Fig. 7b.

E. Viscous Drag

The optimizations performed so far have considered only induced
and compressibility drag. While including viscous drag has usually
only a small effect on the optimal loading on a planar wing, it has a
pronounced impact when considering nonplanar lifting surfaces. In
this case, one can add surface area that does not contribute to lift but
decreases induced drag.

The viscous drag is computed by using airfoil data, as explained in
Sec. II.A, and then added to the total drag. The optimization problem
is the same as the previous problem (3), except for the addition of this
new source of drag and one additional design variable. Since there is
now a penalty for a surface area increase, the root chord of the first
segment, cr, is included as a design variable.

The solution of this problem is the C-wing shown in Fig. 8. All
segments are tapered, which reduces the viscous drag for a given
span. An inspection of the cl distribution at cruise revealed that for
some of the panels around two-thirds of the semispan, the stall
constraint is active. The remaining outboard sections of the main
wing are close to the maximum section lift coefficient.

The spanwise lift distribution for the C-wing is shown in Fig. 9a.
The top horizontal lifting surface carries a small amount of lift
relative to the main wing. Since the viscous drag is dependent on the
section lift coefficient, this results in low viscous drag from this
segment.

The area of nonplanar segments now carries a viscous drag
penalty, which needs to be offset by a reduction in induced drag. The
C-wing configuration provides an induced drag reduction similar to
that of a box-wing or joined-wing configuration, but significantly
reduces the wetted area of the wing. The root chord is 4% larger than
the fixed root chord of the previous cases. The larger chords and the
taper of the wing segments can be explained by considering the
factors affecting viscous drag. A larger chord can reduce the drag,
since larger Reynolds numbers result in smaller friction drag
coefficients. Theviscous drag coefficient also increases quadratically
with the section lift coefficient, which is decreased when the chord
increases for a given section lift. On the other hand, the viscous drag
increases with wetted area. These effects work against each other,
resulting in a particular optimal chord distribution and total wetted
area.

The C-wing configuration achieves a drag reduction of 22%
relative to the optimal planar reference wing. The twist distribution
for the lifting-surface segments is shown in Fig. 7b.A localminimum
corresponding to a wing with a winglet is also found when starting
from a different set of design points. The drag of the C-wing is 5%
lower than the winglet local minimum.

Table 2 summarizes the results for the three different aerodynamic
optimization problems. The drag coefficient values are calculated
with respect to the fixed reference area for all cases. As previously

explained, the planar wing configuration reference values for each
case are obtained by solving the respective problem with the
additional restriction that the dihedral for all segments be zero, which
results in a planar wing in the x-y plane.

IV. Aerostructural Optimization

The aerodynamic optimization results presented in the previous
section are not representative of actual wing design, because the
effect of the spanwise lift distribution on thewing structural weight is
not considered. By modeling the wing structure and optimizing with
respect to structural sizing, we can perform interdisciplinary
tradeoffs that are representative. In addition, it is more appropriate to

γ

a) Lift distribution b) Twist distribution

Fig. 7 Spanwise distributions for minimum-drag solution, including induced and compressibility drag.
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optimize the jig shape, as opposed to optimizing the deflected shape
and assuming that a structure can be designed to exhibit that exact
shape for a fixed set of aerodynamic loads.

A suitable objective function can also play a major role in the
interdisciplinary tradeoffs. The Breguet range equation is one of the
simplest objective functions that can accomplish this, as it includes
both aerodynamic and structural performance metrics. The range is
thus computed as follows:

range � V
c

L

D
ln
�

Winitial

Winitial �Wfuel

�
(4)

The initial weight of the aircraft, Winitial, consists of the aircraft
weight plus structural weight of the wing and a fixed fuel weight. A
constant viscous drag component is added to the drag computed from
the aerodynamic model to account for the drag of the fuselage and
empennage.

The aerostructural optimization problem is similar to the
aerodynamic optimization, with the only difference being the addi-
tion of structural considerations. As in the case of the aerodynamic
optimization, the geometry is represented by up to four continuous
segments defined by the previously described design variables. The
aerostructural optimization problem is as follows:

max
�;cr;bi;�i ;�i;�i;�i;tj

range

subject to

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

L�Winitial

CLmvr

CLcruise
� 2:5

�cl�jjCLmvr
� clmax

�jjCLmvr
� �yield

�15 � � � 15

0 � �i � 190

�15 � �i � 15

�60 � �i � 60

0:05 � �i � 5

0:06 � tj � 1
2
dj

(5)

where for each beam finite element we add the thicknesses of the spar
wall as design variables (tj, for j� 1; . . . ; nelems). The wall

thicknesses must not exceed the spar radius and must be larger than
the specified minimum gauge (0.06 in.). The lift is constrained to
match the initial weight of the full aircraft, which is now a function of
the structural thicknesses. The actual total wing weight is 1.85 times
theweight obtained from the equivalent beam, where the diameter of
each equivalent beam element is set to 16% of the local panel
midchord. This weight multiplier has been found to give a good
prediction for the wing weight of different transport aircraft [34].

To ensure structural integrity, element stress constraints are also
added to the optimization problem. The stresses are calculated for a
steady 2:5 gmaneuver condition with a 1.5 safety factor as required
for transport aircraft by Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 25
[35]. Thewing optimization problem becomes evenmore interesting
when the structural stress constraints are enforced at the maneuver
condition. This is due to the fact that the spanwise lift distribution at
the cruise condition can be shaped differently from the one at the
maneuver condition. The ideal lift distribution at cruise is elliptical
for minimum induced drag. On the other hand, the ideal lift
distribution for minimum weight is one that shifts the lift inboard,
which reduces the internal bending moments. This is desired at the
maneuver condition, for which the structure is sized. The change in
lift distribution between these two conditions can be tailored with the
appropriate selection of taper and twist variables.

Including structural considerations in the optimization enables us
to remove span and height constraints without running the risk of
posing an ill-defined optimization problem. The span constraint is no
longer necessary, because an increase in span dramatically increases
the bendingmoment, requiring amuch heavier structure towithstand
the maneuver condition. Large vertical segments also incur a
significant structural weight penalty. Constraints on the wing
geometrymight still be necessary due to other considerations, such as
the gate constraint for certain airports.

The aerostructural optimization problem (5) is solved using the
multidisciplinary feasible approach [36]. This is a single-level
formulation that requires the solution of the multidisciplinary
analysis at each optimization iteration. In the case of the aero-
structural problem, this consists of an aerostructural solution that is
obtained by solving the coupled system of aerodynamic and
structural governing equations. The result is theflyingwing shape for
the given set of design variables and flight conditions.

At each optimization iteration, the objective function and
constraints corresponding to the aerostructural solution are returned
to the optimizer. Note that two aerostructural solutions are required:
one at CLcruise and another at CLmvr

. The former yields the range (the

γ

a) Lift distribution b) Twist distribution

Fig. 9 Spanwise distributions for minimum-drag solution, including induced, compressibility, and viscous drag.

Table 2 Aerodynamic optimization results summary

Types of drag considered Segment geometry Planar CD Nonplanar CD Ratio

Induced Rectangular 0.01566 0.01191 0.76
Induced, compressibility Sweep and taper 0.01364 0.01006 0.74
Induced, compressibility, viscous Sweep and taper 0.01878 0.01456 0.78
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objective function), and the latter is used to compute the structural
stress constraints.

A. Constrained Span

As mentioned above, a span constraint is no longer required to
avoid an ill-defined optimization problem. However, it may be

necessary to impose a span constraint due to airport operational
requirements. Thus, we solve the aerostructural optimization
problem (5) with the projected wingspan constraint, b � 60.

1. Induced Drag

This problem is first solved by considering only induced drag in
the aerodynamic analysis. The optimal solution found by the
optimizer is a wing configuration with awinglet, as shown in Fig. 10.
The main lifting surface consists of two lifting-surface segments,
while the winglet is represented by a single segment. The fourth
segment was removed by the optimizer. Thewinglet is swept and has
a dihedral angle of 76�. Since the projected span is constrained, this
results in a smaller span for the planar segment than would be
possible for a 90� winglet.

The load distribution, shown in Fig. 11a, is closer to elliptical at the
cruise condition, which reduces the induced drag. At the maneuver
condition, the lift is shifted inboard, which alleviates the bending
moment at the critical flight condition. This reduces the structural
weight of themain segment and offsets theweight incurred by adding
the winglet.

The taper of the lifting surfaces affects the diameters of the beam
elements, which are dependent on the local chord. For a tapered
segment the beam is thicker at the root for the same area and can resist
a higher root bending moment. The sweep of the wing segments
results in a reduced loading of the tip and the lift distribution is shifted
inboard, due to the negative twist of the swept beam at higher loading
conditions.

The thickness of the beam elements decreases from the root to the
tip, resulting in fully stressed elements, as shown in Figs. 11c and
11d, respectively. Only the tip element of the winglet reaches the
minimum gauge thickness. The twist distribution is shown in
Fig. 11b for the jig shape, as well as for the 1 and 2:5 g flight condi-
tions. Because of sweep, the wing twist decreases with increased
loading.
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Fig. 10 Maximum-range solution with span constraint, including
induced drag.
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a) Lift distribution b) Twist distribution

c) Thickness distribution d) Stress distribution

Fig. 11 Spanwise distributions for span-constrained maximum range, including induced drag.
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2. Viscous and Compressibility Drag

Viscous and compressibility drag are now included. Adding
viscous drag decreases the sensitivity of the aircraft performance to
changes in induced drag.Hence, a higher reduction in induced drag is

required to offset the same increase in structural weight, assuming the
viscous drag can be kept constant. The optimal solution is again a
winglet configuration, as shown in Fig. 12. The height of the winglet
is 30% larger when compared to the previous case.

The lift distribution shown in Fig. 13a exhibits a similar behavior
to the previous case. Again, the load is shifted toward the root at the
maneuver condition to reduce the bending moment distribution.
Since the loading on the winglet is low, its structural thickness is
driven to the minimum gauge value.

The root chord of this configuration is 10% larger than in the
previous case, forwhich only induced drag is considered. Comparing
thewing planform shape as awhole, thewing chords are larger, since
they simultaneously increase the Reynolds number (hence
decreasing the friction drag coefficient) and decrease the section
lift coefficients (which also decrease the viscous drag). On the other
hand, it does not pay off to increase the chord indefinitely, since the
increase in viscous drag due to increased wetted area eventually
catches up with these effects. At the same time, an increase in chord
results in an increase in the spar diameter, which allows for a thinner
wall, but beyond a certain diameter, an increase in structural weight is
inevitable.

In Sec. III we found that the aerodynamic minimum-drag
solutions, which were span-constrained, were a box wing when only
induced drag is considered and a C-wing when viscous drag was
added. The results in this section show that when structural
considerations are added to the span-constrained optimization prob-
lem, the solutions for maximum range are winglet configurations.
Winglet configurations provide lower drag than the planar config-
urations of the same span without adding substantial weight to the
wing structure. The box-wing and the C-wing configurations, on
the other hand, addmoreweight than their respective drag reductions
can compensate for. Thus, a winglet configuration provides the
best tradeoff between aerodynamics and structures when span is
constrained.
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a) Lift distribution b) Twist distribution
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Fig. 13 Spanwise distributions for span-constrained maximum range, including induced, compressibility, and viscous drag.
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B. Unconstrained Span

The aerostructural optimization problem (5) is also solved with no
span constraint. As before, two problems are compared: one
considering only induced drag and another for which viscous drag is
added.

1. Induced Drag

Since there is no constraint in the span, the only factor limiting the
span is the tradeoff between the increase in weight due to an increase
in bending moment and the reduction in induced drag.

Figure 14 shows the resulting optimum geometry, which exhibits
segments with increasingly higher sweep toward the tip: i.e., a raked
wingtip. Raked wingtips reduce the induced drag by interacting with
the wing vortex wake, while providing a structural benefit by
reducing the tip loads. As in the case of winglets, this effect becomes
more pronounced at the critical maneuver condition, as can be seen in
the lift distribution in Fig. 15a. Because the lift-curve slope decreases
with sweep, the lift at the rakedwingtip increases less rapidly than the
other sections as the angle of attack is increased. This results in a
spanwise lift distribution that is structurally more favorable at the
higher angle of attack of the maneuver condition without sacrificing
the cruise lift distribution significantly.

The projected semispan of the raked-wingtip configuration
increases by 18% when compared to the span-constrained solution.

This increase in span results in a higher structural weight but also
higher aerodynamic efficiency. The range of the raked-wingtip
solution with an unconstrained span is 2% higher than the range of
the optimal solution with the constrained span.

Another minimum was discovered by the optimizer: the winglet
configuration whose lift distribution is shown in Fig. 15b. This
configuration produces a more dramatic shift of the lift inboard, and
the span is 9% smaller, which results in an overall reduction in
structural weight of 5.1%. The lift-to-drag ratio of the raked wingtip
is 1% higher compared to the winglet configuration. A marginally
better value for the maximum range (0.5% higher) is obtained for the
raked-wingtip configuration. The loaded and unloaded twist
distribution of the raked-wingtip configuration is shown in Fig. 16a.
The raked segments showvery high twist under increased load due to
the high sweep angle of these segments. The thickness and stress
distributions for the raked-wingtip configuration are shown in
Figs. 16b and 16c, respectively. Under the maneuver loading
condition, all elements are fully stressed except the tip element,
which is at the minimum gauge thickness.

2. Viscous and Compressibility Drag

The same optimization problem is now analyzed with viscous
effects included in the drag calculations. Figure 17 shows the optimal
wing obtained with this optimization, which again exhibits a raked
wingtip. The raked wingtip incorporates a significantly smaller
portion of the overall span compared to the previous case. The
wingtip is highly swept, with a sweep angle of 52�.

As with the induced-drag minimization problem, a local optimum
in the form of a winglet configuration was found (see Fig. 18). The
difference in span between the two configurations is small (3.8%).

As in the previous cases for which viscous drag was considered,
the root chords are larger than when only induced drag was
considered. The root chords are 11 and 12% larger for the raked-
wingtip andwinglet configurations, respectively. This also allows for
a larger projected span, since the diameter of the beam elements is
determined from the local chord of the respective panels. The span
of the raked-wingtip and winglet configurations are 6.2 and 9.3%
larger than the respective cases for which only induced drag was
considered.

The lift distributions for the raked-wingtip and winglet config-
urations are shown in Figs. 19a and 20a, respectively. They show a
similar trend to the previous case. The winglet configuration
experiences a higher loading toward the root of the main wing at the
maneuver condition when compared to the raked-wingtip config-
uration. The difference between the critical maneuver lift distribution
for the two configurations is small.

All beam elements are fully stressed, except for the tip element,
whose stress is just under the material yield stress, as shown in
Fig. 19d. The winglet beam element thicknesses are reduced to the
minimum gauge thickness. The loaded and unloaded twist
distributions for the two configurations are shown in Figs. 19b and
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Fig. 15 Spanwise lift distributions comparison for maximum-range solutions without span constraint, including induced drag.
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20b, respectively. The raked wingtip experiences high torsion
compared to the winglet configuration, due to the high sweep. This
results in a weight difference between the two configurations that is
smaller than when viscous drag is not considered (2.1% versus
5.1%). The raked-wingtip configuration has a 2.2% higher lift-to-

drag ratiowhen compared to thewinglet configuration. However, the
raked-wingtip configuration results in a higher range.

The numerical results from the different optimization trials are
summarized in Table 3. The structural weights listed in the table
correspond to half of the wing and are based on the weight of the

γ

a) Twist distribution b) Thickness distribution

c) Stress distribution

Fig. 16 Spanwise distributions for maximum-range solution (raked wingtip) without span constraint, including induced drag.
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γ

a) Lift distribution b) Twist distribution

c) Thickness distribution d) Stress distribution

Fig. 19 Spanwise distributions for maximum-range solution (raked wingtip) without span constraint, including induced, compressibility, and viscous

drag.

γ

a) Lift distribution b) Twist distribution

c) Thickness distribution d) Stress distribution

Fig. 20 Spanwise distributions for maximum-range solution (winglet) without span constraint, including induced, compressibility, and viscous drag.
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beam model multiplied by the correction factor that was previously
explained.

V. Conclusions

In this study we found optimal nonplanar lifting-surface
configurations by solving a series of wing design optimization
problems. The problems differed in the disciplines that were
considered (aerodynamics alone versus aerodynamics and struc-
tures), the enforcement of a span constraint, and the types of drag
included in the aerodynamic model (starting with only induced drag,
then adding compressibility drag and viscous drag).

For the aerodynamic optimization, box-wing or joined-wing
configurations were found to be optimal when only induced dragwas
considered. When viscous drag was added, these configurations
incurred a drag penalty due to the large surface area, and a C-wing
configuration was preferred. In all cases, the nonplanar
configurations provided a significant reduction in drag compared
to the planar reference case. The reduction in drag was similar for all
three cases, ranging from 26% for the joined wing to 22% for the
C-wing configuration.

The aerostructural model developed herein accounts for the
interaction between the aerodynamics and the structure of the wing.
The jig shape of the wing was designed while taking into account its
flying shape and performance for both cruise and maneuver
conditions. Aerodynamic shape and structural sizes were optimized,
allowing the optimizer to perform the correct tradeoffs between the
two disciplines. This was a significant improvement over previous
approaches, where structural performancewas considered by simply
constraining the root bending moment.

The optimal solution for the aerostructural problem with a span
constraint was a winglet configuration. The winglet allowed for a
near-elliptical lift distribution at the cruise condition, while
alleviating the tip loads by shifting lift distribution inboard at the
critical maneuver condition and hence reducing material needed to
satisfy the stress constraints. At the same time, the winglet provided
an aerodynamic advantage by increasing the effective wingspan.

When thewingspan was not constrained, the optimal solution was
a raked-wingtip extension. As in the case of the winglet con-
figuration, the lift distribution shifted inboard at the maneuver
condition, but to a lesser degree, resulting in a higher weight than the
winglet configurations. At the same time, the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the extended wing provided a higher lift-to-drag ratio,
resulting in a longer range for the raked-wingtip configuration. The
difference in range between the winglet configuration and the raked-
wingtip configuration was only 0.5% for the case in which only
induced drag is considered. When viscous drag was included, the
raked-wingtip configuration outperformed the winglet configuration
by 2.2%.
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